
WRITING AN EDITORIAL PAPER LAYOUT

An editorial is an article that presents the newspaper's opinion on an issue. It reflects Political endorsements are good
examples of editorials of persuasion. 4.

Don't be passive in the rest of less powerful arguments; otherwise, your audience will lose interest to your
editorial. A writer cannot take both sides of the controversial topic; pick one which you believe is correct
according to your experience and knowledge. With a point of view through an editorial piece, issues are given
solutions that could be rendered to solve the actual problem at hand. In order to persuade people, you need to
support a position using a sound argument based on sound reasoning, facts, and analogies, not diatribe or
vitriol. It is time to revive your memory and draw from your thesis statement writing skills. With this in mind
you must give a strong opinion, if not readers will not be as inclined to see your point of view. Encourage
critical thinking and pro-active reaction. Keep on topic and avoid rambling. Refute reject the other side and
develop your case using facts, details, figures, quotations. Discuss why these steps might be more effective
than some others, and propose alternative regulations. Editorials can have tremendous impacts on local issues
and political campaigns. Reinforce your argument with analogies Nothing beats using social, cultural, or
political analogies. Body: Support your position with another reason. You can find more great essay examples
along with powerful research papers on the professional academic writing services. This piece of writing can
be on any topic. In essence, an editorial is an opinionated news story. Editorials have: 1. For example, focus
on a political topic if the Presidential elections are around the corner. Hopefully, these tips and advice from the
industry's expert will help young authors to master the art. Your conclusion should also have a few solutions
you think would help with the issue at hand. Check the guidelines for content and word count limitations to be
sure a submission is not rejected for technical reasons.


